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Central
Market
The Central Market Revitalisation, one of the
preservation and revitalisation projects undertaken by
the Urban Renewal Authority (URA), is also a key
project under the Government’s "Conserving Central"
initiative. It involves the restoration and preservation of
this 80-year-old Grade 3 Historic Building, which
operated as a public market from 1939 to 2003, through
the application of innovative restoration methods, repair
materials and project management software, all aimed
at enhancing the quality and efficiency of the work.
The URA and Chinachem Group will jointly take up the
operation and management of the revitalised Central
Market. They are joining hands to transform it into
a “Playground for All”, making this historical site
a vibrant, bustling place that is simultaneously
“Approachable, Energetic and Gregarious”. The Central
Market will not only uncover the history through
heritage conservation, but will also be dedicated to
creating a next generation shopping experience by
adopting a flexible and interactive design. It will bring
the public a “21st Century Marketplace” which will
support local brands and start-ups, serve as
a destination that would connect the neighbourhood,
and would become a next-generation landmark that
embodies different culture and modern lifestyle.
Central Market will provide approximately 12,000
square meters floor area for affordable cultural and
retail facilities. A portion of the floor area has been
earmarked for public and community use, including
a 24-hour public passageway, toilet facilities, and green
open spaces totalling about 1,000 square metres. The
first phase of the project is targeted to commence in the
third quarter of 2021, presenting a brand-new Central
Market to the community.

Central Market will become a Playground for All, where
people from all walks of life can meet, mingle and socialise.

The original architectural design will be kept and the
space used flexibly and innovatively.

Central Market will support local brands and start-ups,
with added edutainment elements.
(Renderings are for reference only)

Job vacancies under recruitment:
• Property Manager
• Assistant Manager –
Information Technology & Solutions
• Assistant Food & Beverage
Operations Manager
• Senior Property Officer /
Property Officer
• Senior Technical Officer
• Senior Food & Beverage Operations Officer /
Food & Beverage Operations Officer

• Officer – Leasing
• Officer – Leasing (Administration)
• Senior Customer Service Ambassador /
Customer Service Ambassador
• Technician
• Security Supervisor
• Security Guard
• Cleaning Foreman
• Cleaner

Other Chinachem Group’s Businesses and Job Vacancies

Property Management
Services

To enhance service quality in the Central Market, we will introduce a property
management-related mobile App enabling better communication. Our experience as
developers of creating and curating multiple landmark buildings has taught us how
vital it is to look after not only the hard assets, but also the users who populate them.
Through our industry-eading facilities management, innovative cleaning solutions,
ISO-governed security services, and comprehensive installation repair and
maintenance operations, we have become one of Hong Kong’s leading and most
comprehensive property service providers.

Key Job Vacancies:
• Property Manager
• Technician
• Security Guard

Our Property Management Service Team comprising over 1,600 employees aims to
deliver premium services to set the benchmark for health, safety, comfort and
sustainability in the property management field, with a view to meeting and exceeding
the expectations of customers, visitors and the community at large.

Corporate
Functions
Central Market will not only be a “Playground for All”, but also a place where start-ups
can meet the different needs of customers from all walks of life. Upholding the value
of providing the best to its customers, Chinachem Group strives to enhance work
efficiency and is fully engaged in the deployment of innovative technologies and
systems to support the operation of its various departments.

Key Job Vacancies:
• Business Intelligence
Manager
• Assistant Manager –
Investment
• Curator

With strong teamwork and collaboration between various departments and
well-defined common goals in mind, we make a powerful uniting force in the Group.

Food &
Beverage

Nina Hospitality of Chinachem Group will offer various stylish cuisines in Central
Market. It is already the host of 10 restaurants across the city offering diverse cuisines
including Cantonese, Sichuan, seafood and dim sum in casual or formal settings.
Whether their outlets serve international or local specialities, our chefs seek out the
best produce, preparing dishes that nod to the past whilst always having a keen eye
on the future.

Hotels &
Residences

Nina Hospitality operates and manages two hospitality brands, Nina Hotels and
Lodgewood by Nina Hospitality. Our aim is to redefine the notions of hospitality,
comfort and style in Hong Kong. Guided by renowned Asian hospitality, we blend
personalised service with a friendly and approachable ambience at best-in-class
hotels and serviced apartments, where guests can experience our brand promise,
“Elevating the Everyday”.

Key Job Vacancies:
• Mixologist
• Barista
• Chinese & Western
Chef

Key Job Vacancies:
• Accounts Supervisor
• Guest Services Officer
• Technician

Step inside and you’ll find almost 1,000 diverse and talented individuals on hand to
help you experience your own unique #NinaLife. Whether you’re a guest in one of our
six hotels, you’re eating in one of our many delicious restaurants, or you’ve made your
home in one of our longer-stay residences, #NinaLife is the heartbeat to that
adventure.

Real
Estate

We are building on a decades-long legacy of creating homes for Hong Kong
residents. We strive to create “Places with Heart” and build higher-quality and more
sustainable residences that reflect the desires of those seeking their perfect home.
Our strategy of listening to the needs of our users, protecting the health of the
environment and balancing these with our financial bottom line means a more
harmonious product going forward. Our aim is to create more sustainable, healthier
communities that support the dreams of the many.

Key Job Vacancies:
• Development Manager
• Project Manager /
Assistant Project
Manager
• Assistant Officer Sales

About Chinachem Group
Since 1960, Chinachem Group has been a leading property developer in Hong Kong,
with a portfolio covering residential, commercial, retail and industrial buildings for sales
and investment, in addition to operating hotels and property management services. The
Group actively seeks to make a positive contribution to society through its adherence to
the “Triple Bottom Line”, a commitment that its activities will benefit People, bring
Prosperity to the community and preserve the Planet. We have a solid foundation for 60
years and are passionate about future opportunities. Our greater awareness of the
impact we make, the innovation we have available to deploy, and the alignment of our
corporate values, comes together to create an inclusive culture of transformation.
Together we can help you maximise your potential whilst creating better and more
sustainable communities for all.

chinachemgroup.com

CENTRAL MARKET + CAREER DAY
The Career Day offers over 500 job vacancies: close to 200 job
vacancies related to the Central Market Revitalisation Project and
the rest to other positions within Chinachem Group. On-site
interviews may be arranged, and immediate offers provided to
successful candidates.

Online Registration and Details of Job Vacancies
In light of the ongoing pandemic, measures are in place to discourage
crowding. Candidates should register online in advance and arrive on
site at the designated time. Please scan the QR Code and fill in the
registration form. Upon successful registration, candidates will
receive a confirmation by email and a QR code for entry to the event.

500
Offers over

job vacancies

